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LASER-INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTORSAT LOW TEMPERATURESA. S. Baturin, Yu. M. Belousov, V. N. Gorelkin, V. P. Krainov *, V. S. RastunkovMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaReeived 18 August 2006We onsider the negative ondutivity of eletrons in semiondutors exited by a pioseond laser pulse atlow temperatures, due to the inelasti eletron�phonon ollisions. For the �rst time, the dependene of thedeformation potential on the phonon wave number is taken into aount. This dependene signi�antly hangesthe region of negative eletron ondutivity as a funtion of the phonon temperature.PACS: 76.75.+i, 72.20.-i, 72.20.My, 72.40.+w1. INTRODUCTIONThe possibility of the absolute negative ondutiv-ity of a small number of onduting eletrons produedin some dieletris and semiondutors by an exter-nal soure was disussed previously [1; 2℄ (see also re-view [3℄). In the ase of diamond, the frequeny ofinelasti ollisions with longitudinal aousti phononsshould inrease nearm�2=2 = 16 K;where m� is the eletron e�etive mass and  is thespeed of sound. If the eletron speed is less than thespeed of sound , the phonon prodution is forbiddenby the energy onservation law. It should be noted thatin the ase of Si, the quantitym�2=2 = 0:85 Kis very small. Therefore, it is impossible in pratieto observe the negative ondutivity in Si, beause thesattering of harge arriers on impurities resulting inpositive ondutivity dominates at very small tempera-tures. The absolute negative ondutivity was observedexperimentally only in gases [4℄. For semiondutors,the negative mobility was observed for minor arriersdue to their entrainment by the �ow of major arriers inheterostrutures [5℄ and for a two-dimensional eletrongas in a strong external magneti �eld. The goal of this*E-mail: krainov�online.ru, vpkrainov�mail.ru

paper is a theoretial investigation of the ondutivityand mobility in semiondutors at low temperatures ir-radiated by an ultra-short laser pulse.2. IONIZATION OF SEMICONDUCTORS BYTHE FIELD OF AN INTENSE PICOSECONDLASER PULSEWe onsider the prodution of arriers in semion-dutors indued by an intense laser pulse with the pulseduration t � 1 ps. It is well known that the thresholdintensity for plasma prodution in most of the speiesat this pulse duration is of the order 1011 W/m2 [6℄.Hene, the total destrution of the rystal struture o-urs at this laser intensity. We therefore suggest usingthe value of the peak laser intensity one order less, i.e.,I = 1010 W/m2. In the ase of a typial Nd:glasslaser, the photon energy is equal toE = ~! = 1:17 eV:We further onsider the example of a diamond sam-ple. For ionization of diamond with the band gapEg = 5:4 eV, the absorption of at least 5 photons isrequired (Fig. 1). Conduting eletrons are produedwith the initial energy about 1:17 � 5 � 5:4 = 0:45 eV.The initial energy spetrum of onduting eletrons islose to the Dira delta-funtion distribution. This en-ergy rapidly dereases lose to the relaxation proessesup to a value about tens K. The relaxation time withrespet to the eletron energy due to ollisions of a155
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Fig. 1. Sheme of photon absorption at the ionizationof diamondhigh-energy eletron with aoustial phonons is wellknown [7, Eq. (8.23)℄,�r = 2�~4�2(2m�)3=2T�2E1=2p ;where � is the deformation potential, T is the temper-ature of the rystal lattie, Ep is the eletron kinetienergy, � is the mass density of a rystal,  is the speedof sound, amd m� is the e�etive mass of the arrier.The eletron energy dereases to several hundreds of Kduring 100�1000 ps. About 100 ollisions are neededfor the total energy relaxation of an eletron with thekineti energy 100 K. This hannel results in a largerelaxation time due to quite elasti ollisions of high-energy eletrons with phonons.The seond hannel for the relaxation is related tothe prodution of the Wannier �Mott exitons with thebinding energyEex = Eg + p22(m�p +m�h) � �e42~2"2n2 ;where n = 1; 2; 3; : : : is the prinipal quantum num-ber, m�p and m�h are the respetive e�etive masses ofan eletron and a hole, � is the redued mass of the re-ombining eletron and hole, " is the dieletri onstantof matter, and p is the exiton linear momentum. Theradius of the exiton is large ompared to the lattieonstant. The deay of these exitons with emission ofa spontaneous photon with the energy Eex = p ourswithin 1�10 ps. Channels with additional emission orabsorption of phonons are also possible.Finally, an eletron an reombine with a hole di-retly. The exess energy of this proess (the so-alledAuger reombination) is transferred to another on-

duting eletron. This hannel is signi�ant at a highnumber density of arriers.In pratie, reombination is mainly produed byimpurities even at the negligibly small onentrationof impurities. Conduting eletrons and holes are ap-tured by the levels of impurities.We note that the Maxwell distribution of arriersis not established even during nanoseonds, beause itis determined by eletron�eletron ollisions and theirollision frequeny is small due to the small numberdensity of onduting eletrons.The Keldysh parameter [8℄ isK = !p2EgF > 1(atomi units are used, with the eletron harge ande�etive mass and the Plank onstant equal to unity)for the above values of the parameters. Here, ! is thelaser frequeny. Thus, there is no tunneling ioniza-tion, but we have a 5-photon ionization proess. Thelaser �eld strength is very small ompared to the above-threshold �eld strength; therefore, there is no above-threshold ionization [9℄. The peak laser �eld strengthis F = 2:7 � 106 V/m at the intensity 1010 W/m2. Ofourse, we must hek that the diamond temperaturedoes not exeed 600 ÆC in air and 1800 ÆC in a vauum.This is just realized at the short laser pulse durationsof the order of 1 ps.We now onsider the value of the generalized rosssetion for the 5-photon ionization. It is determinedmainly by the ionization potential of the onsideredmatter. There is no suh data for diamond andother semiondutors, and we therefore used the knowndata [9℄ for Na atoms (the ionization potential is equalto 5.14 eV) and Ba atoms (the ionization potential isequal to 5.21 eV). Aording to the experimental datain [9℄, the generalized ross setion is�5 � 10�140 m10 � s4:The ross setion for K-photon ionization is related tothe orresponding ionization rate asw(K) = �KIK(~!)K ;where I is the peak laser intensity. With the abovevalue of the laser peak intensity, we obtainw(5) � 4000 s�1:Hene, the fration of atoms ionized during the pulseduration is w(5)� � 4 � 10�9:156



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 131, âûï. 1, 2007 Laser-indued ondutivity of semiondutors : : :The values of the mass density � and the number den-sity of atoms n in diamond are well known:� = 3:51 g/m3; n = 1:75 � 1023 m�3:Hene, the number density of onduting eletrons andholes after the ionization proess isne = 7 � 1014 m�3:At the normal inidene of a linearly polarized laserpulse to the surfae of diamond, the �eld inside thematter is equal to the �eld in the vauum. But at theoblique inidene of a linearly polarized laser beam tothe diamond surfae, the laser �eld inside the matterdereases due to a su�iently large value of the di-eletri onstant of diamond, " = 5:7. Hene, at theoblique inidene, the number of onduting eletronsis less than the above value.Diamond is an anisotropi matter, with the eletrone�etive mass given bym�k = 1:50mealong the (100) diretion [10℄ andm�? = 0:26mealong the (010) diretion (me is the vauum eletronmass). Therefore, the ionization depends on the typesof harge arriers. We disuss the dependene of thegeneralized ross setion for multiphoton ionization onthe e�etive mass of the arrier. The dipole matrixelement for the 5-photon transition is given by [11℄z(5)mn == Xl;p;s;t zmlzlpzpszstztn(Elm�!)(Epm�2!)(Esm�3!)(Etm�4!) ;where zml is the usual dipole matrix element for thetransition between atomi states m and l, and Elm aredi�erenes of energies between these states. The de-pendene of the dipole matrix element on the e�etivemass and on the energy gap an be estimated in thehydrogen-like approximation aszlm / a / �~p2m�Eg ;where a is the orresponding e�etive Bohr radius.Thus, the dependene of the 5-photon ionization rateon the e�etive mass isw(5) / jzlmj2 / 1(m�)5 :

It is seen that the 5-photon ionization rate inreasessharply with dereasing the e�etive eletron (or hole)mass. Thus, ionization is produed mainly in (010) di-retion of the diamond rystal. For this reason, theionization rate of a diamond sample is larger than thatof Na and Ba atoms by one to two orders of magnitudeat the same value of laser intensity.3. THE DEFORMATION POTENTIALDue to thermal motion of atoms in a rystal lattie,eah element of the rystal volume is shifted by a smallvalue u(r; t) with respet to its unshifted position r.In the harmoni approximation, this shift an be ex-pressed via the operators a+k and ak of prodution anddestrution of a longitudinal aousti phonon (whih isan independent osillation of the lattie) asu(r; t) = 1p2MN ��Xk 1p!k ek fak exp [i(k � r� !kt)℄ ++a+k exp [�i(k � r� !kt)℄	 ; (1)where N is the number of atoms in the rystal sample,M is the mass of the atom, ek is the unit polarizationvetor for the longitudinal phonon, i.e., the unit vetoralong the phonon wave vetor k (we see in what followsthat the transverse aousti phonons do not ontributeto the rystal ondutivity), and !k is the phonon fre-queny, whih is related to the wave number k (in theapproximation of small wave numbers, i.e., large wave-lengths in omparison with the lattie onstant) as!k = k; (2)with  being the longitudinal speed of sound. The up-per limit of the aousti osillations orresponds to thelattie temperature about 100�300 K.The small perturbation of the potential for a on-duting eletron produed by surrounding atoms in therystal lattie beause of the lattie deformation isU(r) = V (r)� V (r+ u) � �u � rV: (3)The onduting eletron wave funtion is the Blohfuntion normalized by the number of these elet-rons N : p(r; t) = 1pN 'p(r) exp [i(p � n�Ept)℄ ; (4)where p is the eletron momentum, Ep is its energy,'p(r) is the periodi funtion with the period of the157



A. S. Baturin, Yu. M. Belousov, V. N. Gorelkin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 131, âûï. 1, 2007lattie, and n is the oordinate of a node of the rys-tal lattie. We note that beause the number densityof onduting eletrons is small, we neglet the inter-ation between the produed onduting eletrons andthe sreening e�ets.In the �rst order of the quantum mehanial pertur-bation theory in interation (3), the eletron transitionamplitude from the state with a momentum p to a statewith a momentum p0 due to the lattie deformation isidC(p0; t)dt = Z  �p0(r; t)U(r; t) p(r; t) dr: (5)The matrix elements of the phonon operators of a har-moni osillator are well known:hNk � 1jakjNki =pNk ;hNk + 1ja+k jNki =pNk + 1 ; (6)where Nk is the number of aousti longitudinalphonons with the wave vetor k.Substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (5), we obtain that theintegral in Eq. (5) fators into the produt of an inte-gral over one lattie ell and a sum over all nodes ofthe rystal lattie. This sum is of the formXn exp [i(p� p0 � k) � n℄ = N;p0 = p� k: (7)We thus obtain the momentum onservation law,Eq. (7), at the absorption or emission of a phonon ofthe rystal lattie by an eletron.The integration over one lattie ell in Eq. (5) anbe arried out by parts,I = �ek Z '�p0'prV dr = � Z '�p0'p �V�s dr == Z V ��s ('�p0'p) dr; (8)where the oordinate s orresponds to the diretion ofthe polarization vetor ek. To alulate the integralin Eq. (8), we onsider the Shrödinger equation for aonduting eletron in the potential V of surroundingatoms: � p + 2(Ep � V ) p = 0: (9)The eletron e�etive mass is here set equal to unity.Substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (9), we rewrite this equationas �'p+2i(p � r'p)�p2'p+2(Ep�V )'p = 0: (10)Using the onjugate expression in whih we substitutep! p0, we obtain�'�p0�2i(p � r'�p0)�p2'�p0+2(Ep0�V )'�p0 = 0: (11)

Multiplying Eq. (10) by �'�p0=�s and Eq. (11) by�'p=�s, we add both equations and then integrate thesum over r, simultaneously using integration by parts:i(p�p0) Z �'�p0�s r'pdr+�Ep�Ep0�p22 +p022 ��� Z �'�p0�s 'pdr� Z V ��s('�p0'p) dr = 0: (12)The seond term in this expression an be negletedompared to the �rst term, beause their ratio is ofthe order of the eletron momentum p times the lattieonstant a. This produt is small ompared to unitybeause of the small population of the ondution bandby eletrons at ionization.Then, substituting Eq. (12) in Eq. (8), we obtainI = i(p�p0) Z �'�p0�s r'pdr = �ik Z �'�p0�s r'pdr == �i Z (ekr'�p0)(k � r'p) dr: (13)Beause the longitudinal phonon vetors k and ek havethe same diretion, integration over the angular vari-ables of r an be arried out diretly. With the anglebetween the polarization vetor of the phonon and thevetor r denoted by �, we �ndhos2 �i = 1=3after the averaging. Moreover, an analogous averag-ing proedure for both transverse phonons gives zero.Thus, only the interation with longitudinal phonons issigni�ant in the onsidered problem (we have alreadymade this assumption above). It follows from Eq. (13)that I = � i3k Z (r'�p0 � r'p) dr �� � i3k Z jr'pj2dr = �ik�;� = 13 Z jr'pj2dr: (14)Aording to experimental data, it depends slowly onthe eletron momentum p. From the theoretial stand-point, this slow dependene is the strong-oupling ap-proximation for onduting eletrons. This approxima-tion is valid when the kineti energy of the ondutingeletron is less than the lattie temperature. We ne-glet the overlap of the eletron wave funtions in dif-ferent rystal ells.The deformation potential is determined by thehange in the deformation energy of a rystal at the158



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 131, âûï. 1, 2007 Laser-indued ondutivity of semiondutors : : :variation of its volume. Fitting the experimental dataon mobility of eletrons and holes at the temperaturesin the range 100�1000 K allows �nding the values ofthe deformation potential; these data on�rm its weakdependene on the arrier energy.The ground-state Hartree � Fok wave funtion ofthe arbon atom is a produt of single-partile wavefuntions of four valene eletrons, in 2s states (twoeletrons) and 2p states (two �lled and four empty sub-states). In a rystal, this level spreads into a band �lledby eletrons. During the dipole transition at the ion-ization, an eletron is transferred from the 2s to 2pstate. In a rystal, this exited state spreads into aband that is partially �lled with onduting eletrons.These eletrons an tunnel from one rystal ell to an-other. The lattie onstant for diamond is a = 0:36 nm,and therefore pa � ~ even at the initial eletron en-ergy 0.45 eV. Hene, most of the onduting eletronsare plaed near the enter of the Brillouin zone, andthe paraboli approximation is valid for their energies.Also, the eletron�phonon sattering resulting in thetransitions of an eletron to the neighboring Brillouinzones an be negleted.We also substituted p0 ! p in Eq. (14). The under-lying assumption is very strong. At high temperatures,when the eletron speed is large in omparison with thespeed of sound , the phonon energy is small omparedto the eletron energy; therefore, eletron energies be-fore and after the phonon absorption or emission areapproximately equal to eah other. Then the above as-sumption is valid. But if the eletron speed is aboutof the speed of sound (inelasti proesses), then thisapproximation is inorret.The quantity 12 Z jr'pj2dr (15)is the average kineti energy of a onduting eletroninside the rystal ell [12℄. Of ourse, it is not equal toEp = p2=2m�;beause the eletron wave funtion is similar to theplane wave only for almost free eletrons, whereas wehere have the opposite ase of strong-oupled eletrons.Just the exponent in the Bloh funtion, Eq. (4), is re-sponsible for the kineti energy p2=2m� whih is a smallpart of the quantity in Eq. (15).In the ase of small values of p0, it follows from theTaylor expansion thatjr'p0 j � p0: (16)

The �nal new expression for the quantity I follows fromEqs. (13) and (16) asI = �ik�p0p : (17)Beause p0 < p, the variable deformation potential isless than the onstant deformation potential that isused in typial alulations of the kinetis of arriersin semiondutors. Of ourse, at high eletron energies(more than 1000 K), we have p0 = p.4. TRANSPORT COLLISION FREQUENCYSubstituting Eq. (17) in Eq. (5) and taking Eq. (6)into aount, we obtain the transition amplitudesdC(p+ k; t)dt = ��kpp0r Nk2MN!k �� exp [i(Ep+k �Ep � !k)t℄ ;dC(p� k; t)dt = �kpp0r Nk + 12MN!k �� exp [i(Ep+k �Ep + !k)t℄ : (18)After the integration of temporal exponentials, we �ndJ = tZ0 exp [i(Ep+k �Ep � !k)t℄ dt == exp [i(Ep+k �Ep � !k)t℄� 1i(Ep+k �Ep � !k) ;jJ j2 = 2�tÆ(Ep+k �Ep � !k): (19)The Dira delta-funtion demonstrates the energy on-servation law at the absorption or emission of a phononby an eletron. It follows from Eqs. (18) and (19) thatjC(p+ k; t)j2 == �2 �Nkk2p02MN!kp2 tÆ(Ep+k �Ep � !k);jC(p� k; t)j2 == �2 �(Nk + 1)k2p02MN!kp2 tÆ(Ep+k �Ep + !k); (20)where the equilibrium population number of phononsis given by the Bose distributionNk = 1exp(!k=T )� 1 (21)with T being the phonon (lattie) temperature (mea-sured in energy units).159



A. S. Baturin, Yu. M. Belousov, V. N. Gorelkin et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 131, âûï. 1, 2007Equation (20) an be rewritten in the form that�xes the �nal eletron momentum p0 and determinesthe transition rate:wpp0 = jC(p0; t)j2t = �2 �k2p2MN!kp02 �� fNkÆ(Ep0 �Ep0�k � !k)++ (Nk + 1)Æ(Ep0 �Ep0+k + !k)g : (22)This expression allows us to derive the ollision fre-queny between eletrons and phonons after integrationover angles; we multiply Eq. (22) by V dk=(2�)3 (whereV is the volume of the sample) and integrate over thephonon wave vetor. To obtain the transport ollisionfrequeny, we additionally multiply Eq. (22) by the fa-tor (p� p0 os �)=p, where � is the sattering angle (theangle between the vetors p and p0):�ph = Z wpp0 p� p0 os �p V dk(2�)3 : (23)Integrating over the angle # between the vetors k andp and taking the relationp� p0 os � = �k os# (24)into aount gives the transport ollision frequeny as�ph = �2 m�4��~2p3 0B� max(0;2p�2m�=~)Z0 (Nk + 1) ���1� 2m�k~p2 ��m�k~ + k22 � k2dk �� 2m�=~+2pZmax(0;2m�=~�2p) Nk �1 + 2m�k~p2 ��� �m�k~ � k22 � k2dk1CA : (25)We here restored the Plank onstant; � is the massdensity of matter. Knowing the ollision frequeny, wean derive the eletron mobility b. For this, we as-sume 1) the validity of the relaxation-time approxima-tion, 2) the delta-funtional distribution of the arriers(single-energy approximation), and 3) the ubi shapeof the rystal. Finally, we an writeb("; T ) = 1m��ph + 2"p3m� dd"p � 1�ph� ; (26)where "p = p2=2m� is the eletron energy and m� isthe eletron (or hole) e�etive mass.

We must also take the elasti sattering of eletronson the aeptor impurities into aount (mainly boronaeptor enters in the ase of diamond with the ion-ization potential 0.37 eV). Then the frequeny �ph is tobe replaed in Eq. (26) with the sum�t = �ph + �imp;where the frequeny of ollisions of eletrons with im-purities is given by the simple expression�imp = nimp�impr2"pm� : (27)Here, �imp is the ross setion for sattering of ele-trons on impurities and nimp is the boron impuritynumber density. In alulations, we use the values�imp = 10�14 m2 and nimp = 1017 m�3.Finally, the eletri ondutivity  an be relatedto the mobility b as  = nejejb; (28)where ne is the number density of arriers.5. RESULTSThe speed of sound in diamond is  = 18:6 km/s.The phonon temperature is hosen as T = 1, 10, 25,and 100 K. The e�etive eletron longitudinal massis m� = 1:5me, and the e�etive light hole mass ism� = 0:7me [10℄.The onstants of the deformation potential werehosen as � = 11:5 eV for holes and � = 4:1 eV foreletrons. We obtained these onstants from the exper-imental dependene b(T ) in [13, 14℄ by �tting it withthe dependeneb(T ) = 23T 1Z0 (1=�t(")) "3=2 exp (�"=T ) d"1Z0 "1=2 exp (�"=T ) d" :In the range of lattie temperatures from 100 to 1000 K,this dependene an be simpli�ed:b(T ) = onstT� ;where � = 1:5 for eletrons and � = 3 for holes.Computations were made both with the dependeneof the deformation potential on the phonon wave num-ber k taken into aount and in the approximation of a160
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10 100 1000"p;K�2 � 105
8 � 1056 � 1054 � 1052 � 1050

123 4
106b; m2=s � V

Fig. 2. The eletron mobility in diamond as a fun-tion of the eletron kineti energy at various values ofthe phonon temperature T = 1 (1 ), 10 (2 ), 25 (3 ),100 (4) K. The ase of a onstant deformation poten-tialonstant deformation potential; the latter an be foundin Ref. [13℄. In the ase of a onstant deformation po-tential, instead of Eq. (25), we �nd the eletron�phononollision frequeny in the known form�ph = �2 m�4��~2p3 0B� max(0;2p�2m�=~)Z0 (Nk + 1) ���m�k~ + k22 � k2dk �� 2m�=~+2pZmax(0;2m�=~�2p) Nk �m�k~ � k22 � k2dk1CA : (29)The results of omputations are presented in Figs. 2and 3. It an be seen from these �gures that the depen-dene of the deformation potential on the phonon wavenumber shifts the negative eletron mobility region tolarger eletron energies and redues the value of the mo-bility in this region. For example, at the lattie temper-ature T = 10 K, the range of negative ondutivity andmobility is realized for eletron energies between 60 and200 K (Fig. 3). In the ase of a onstant deformationpotential (Fig. 2), this interval is shifted to 20�100 K.We also show analogous results for holes in diamond(Figs. 4 and 5). The role of aeptor impurities is sig-ni�ant at very low temperatures, where they of ourseprodue positive mobility, whih is muh larger than
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Fig. 3. The eletron mobility in diamond as a fun-tion of the eletron kineti energy at various values ofthe phonon temperature T = 1 (1 ), 10 (2 ), 25 (3 ),100 (4) K. The ase of a variable deformation poten-tial

10 100 1000"p;K�2 � 105�4 � 10502 � 1054 � 1056 � 1058 � 10512 � 10510 � 105 1
342
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Fig. 4. The hole mobility in diamond as a funtionof the eletron kineti energy at various values of thephonon temperature T = 1 (1 ), 10 (2 ), 25 (3 ),100 (4) K. The ase of a onstant deformation po-tentialthe negative ontribution from eletron�phonon inelas-ti ollisions.In Fig. 6, the mobility of holes in Si is presentedas a funtion of the eletron temperature for a variabledeformation potential. It is seen that the negative-mobility region ours only at the lattie temperature1 K and is small. This is explained by the small speed11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 161
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10 100 1000"p;K
1 2

34�2 � 10502 � 1054 � 1056 � 1058 � 10510 � 10512 � 105b; m2=s � V

Fig. 5. The hole mobility in diamond as a funtionof the eletron kineti energy at various values of thephonon temperature T = 1 (1 ), 10 (2 ), 25 (3 ), 100(4) K. The ase of a variable deformation potential
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1 243�10510502 � 105
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Fig. 6. The eletron mobility in Si as a funtion of theeletron kineti energy at various values of the phonontemperature T = 1 (1 ), 10 (2 ), 25 (3 ), 100 (4) K.The ase of a variable deformation potentialof sound in Si (9.35 km/s). The eletron mobility inGe is shown in Fig. 7. It is positive for all values of theparameters (the speed of sound in Ge is 5.56 km/s).Sattering of arriers on impurities determines the mo-bility. The eletron�phonon interation is negligiblysmall in this ase.The energy spetrum of eletrons and holes isbroadening during their relaxation. Desribing thisproess requires solving the kineti equation. But the

10 100 1000"p;K
1342�2 � 10502 � 1054 � 1056 � 1058 � 10510 � 10512 � 10514 � 10516 � 10518 � 10520 � 10522 � 105b; m2=s � V
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